
FOX Sports was looking to cover 64 World Cup matches in Russia while 
avoiding the creation of entirely new facilities and the movement of staff to 
Russia for the duration of the tournament. FOX Sports’ goal was to create a 
cutting-edge workflow that leveraged their REMI (REMote Integration) 
infrastructure to support live event production anywhere in the world.

The Telestream Solution
FOX Sports teamed up with Telestream and IBM Aspera on an integration 
between Telestream’s Lightspeed Live and Vantage, and IBM’s Aspera 
FASPStream to enable high-quality streaming to remote production 
resources for near real-time editing and production – all over an unman-
aged network.

Business Impact
The solution has proven to be cost-effective for the robust 
media handling capabilities it offers and is adaptable both 
to remote locations and to the needs of production staff at 
home. This solution will allow FOX Sports to create and deliver 
more and better content to their audiences which means, in 
the end, it is the viewers who end up with a better experience.

The Telestream technology at the core of the system could work 
with each of these partners to deliver the solution we needed. 
- Kevin Callahan, VP of Field Operations & Engineering at FOX Sports

PRG Provided Live Video Services  to a 2017 U2 Worldwide Concert Tour 
Using Lightspeed Live Capture 

For U2’s 2017 Joshua Tree Tour, the band’s management team wanted to 
capture and archive all the live 4K and HD concert footage from each of the 
fifty-two concerts on the world-spanning international tour. The goal was to 
store and preserve this valuable footage for future use and access.

The Telestream Solution
PRG acquired a Telestream solution that would allow 

them to record all the live multi-camera concert 
footage. The configuration included two Light-

speed Live systems used to ingest the 1080/60p 
broadcast-quality signals from eight cameras, 
with a third used to ingest a 4K/UHD program 
line feed coming from the production switcher. 

Business Impact
The reliability of Lightspeed Live provided the production crew the ability 
to simultaneously capture, copy to edit-ready formats, and archive all in a 
single workflow. This concurrent and real-time process saved many 
man-hours and dollars. The ability to inspect files while they were being 
recorded, reassured the production team that this extremely valuable, 
irreplaceable footage was being captured reliably. These high-resolution 
video masters also preserved important metadata, such as video timecode 
that identifies exactly when and what was shot.  

Without Lightspeed Live Capture, we would not have been able to 
securely capture and deliver multiple hours of hi-res concert footage 
on such a tight turnaround, show after show. 
– Wolfgang Schram, Director of Video Engineering, PRG  
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The Young Turks (TYT) Network Automates and Expands 
Online Media Processing and Distribution with Vantage

TYT Network reached critical production capacity in 2016 requiring them 
to grow and expand by migrating operations to an automated, file-based 
workflow. As part of their intensive, round-the-clock media operation, The 
Young Turks live two-hour newscast needed to be chunked and repackaged 
into video segments of varying lengths for on-demand viewing. Ten clips 
could easily propagate 30 new clips with all the formats, versions and 
derivative needed by their distribution platforms including YouTube, 
Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo, Roku, Pluto.tv, Hulu, and Amazon.

The Telestream Solution
The Vantage platform consists of a family of products and options that 
allow TYT the flexibility to customize the workflow to their unique needs 
using the following:

 ■ Vantage Transcode Pro performs intelligent media processing and transcoding 
according to user-determined settings

 ■ Vantage Post Producer automates the editing, assembly, branding, and captioning 
of video programs and segments

  ■ Vantage Social Media Connector simultaneously publishes video and metadata
to multiple social media channels.

 ■ CaptionMaker and MacCaption Desktop closed captioning software

 ■ Lightspeed Servers provide hardware-based GPU acceleration to boost throughput

Business Impact
Based on the operational benefits they’ve realized, TYT Networks has 
the ability to scale and build-out the solution to meet their ever-changing 
needs. The Vantage solution supports their growth.

Our goal is to continue expanding the scope of our programming 
and distribution channels...we switched to Vantage because its 
purpose-built to support the needs of a high throughput media 
processing operation like ours.
- Jonny Greenwald, Post-production Technical Director for TYT Network, 

Los Angeles
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Unitymedia Redefines QoE Video Monitoring & Analytics with Telestream iQ 

German-based Unitymedia serves customers in Baden-Württemberg, 
Hesse and North Rhine-Westphalia: 6.4 million customers have cable TV, 
3 million phones and 3.2 million Internet services. In all, some seven million 
customers in 12.7 million households. Working with Telefónica Germany, 
Unitymedia is also supporting mobile communications services across its 
network. They needed to automate and verify the process of contributed 
assets – they have over 60 thousand pieces of content.

The Telestream Solution
Unitymedia is adopting Telestream’s iQ solutions range, including linear 
and adaptive bitrate (ABR) end-to-end monitoring platforms. Specifically, 
Telestream’s Inspector LIVE enables automated quality assurance of 
acquired signals and encoded/transcoded outputs. Also, Telestream 
Surveyor TS ensures Quality of Service (QoS) across the Horizon delivery 
chain. For Unitymedia’s Horizon Go service, Telestream’s Surveyor ABR 
passive enables passive monitoring of the output of the packager / origin 
server as well as Surveyor ABR active monitoring availability and accessi-
bility assurance post Content Delivery Network (CDN).

Additionally, Unitymedia is adopting Telestream Vantage Media Processing 
platform and Vidchecker Automated QC and Correction Software. This 
will enable customers to have access to more than 60 thousand pieces 
of content. 

Business Impact
The project sees Unitymedia adopting advanced video monitoring and 
analytics platforms throughout its network, which serves over seven million 
consumers. In addition, Telestream will supply intelligent media processing 
and file-based quality control, creating a solution to provide 
robust, automated quality assurance to better serve 
millions of Unitymedia viewers.

 By deploying Telestream’s file-based QC 
solutions, we are automating the verifi-
cation process of contributed assets. 
Previously this was done manually: now, 
with the combination of Telestream 
Vantage and Vidchecker with our custom-
ized dashboard, we can verify that all 
contributed assets meet the quality expecta-
tions of our viewers. In addition, issues with 
those assets are automatically reported back to the 
content providers for a fast turnaround time and minimum 
involvement of our teams.” 
– Florian Münz, Senior Manager, Service Deployment & 

In Life Entertainment Technology, Unitymedia.

Atlantis Television Places Telestream at Heart of 
Europe’s Largest Virtualized Postproduction Workflow

Atlantis Television needed encoding and automation that integrated 
well with its massive network of Avid editing systems, while automating 
the entire process of delivering finished programs to their clients.

The Telestream Solution and Business Outcomes
Telestream’s Vantage Media Processing Platform and Vidchecker Auto-
mated QC and Correction Software became Atlantis’ solution. Vantage 
media processing and workflow automation platform is at the heart of 
a revolutionary new virtualized production environment. In addition, 
Atlantis has installed Telestream Vidchecker to provide rigorous quality 
control (QC) checks on all its final output – over 100 hours of AS-10 
masters are provided to broadcasters across Europe each week.

Atlantis Television is France’s largest postproduction company. The primary 
requirement of Vantage at Atlantis is to encode media – both incoming 
rushes into the Avid Media Composer production format as well as finished 
programs into the AS-10 format – the delivery format required by all French 
broadcasters. 

Our company is growing fast and the new 
generation of virtualized production tools 
provides us with agility in our business 
evolution. Vantage Elastic Domain is 
one of the most elegant and sophisti-
cated virtualized GPU environments 
available. By installing this, we can 
continue to grow our Vantage 
networks and position our hard-
ware-based Vantage systems where 
they are most useful within our workflows.

Virtualized production environments can revolutionize 
business productivity and agility when they are implemented 
intelligently. Our research showed that Telestream is leading the 
field in this area and our experiences since the system became 
operational last month prove that to be correct.
– Boris Berson, Deputy CTO, Atlantis Television  
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